Comment on letter reaction

University President Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh in a press conference yesterday commented on public misconceptions of his letter on demonstrations. He also commented on the report of the United States Civil Rights Commission.

Concerning his letter Hesburgh said, "There has been too much emphasis on the fifteen minutes. The fact is a person has to follow the rules of the community to stay in." Commenting further he said, "The trouble is very bitter and explosive. We need action as well as polemics." He also declared that the state of the university is symptomatic of the decadent values and the hypocrisy in society today. Recent action on student violence by the Reverend Theodore Hesburgh pointedly refused to comment on.

On a broad outlook of American society and its attitudes towards the solution of the Black man's problems, she said, "America does not have priorities. Clear and concrete goals for this society are not defined. The government therefore needs a new breed of men and women dedicated to change and innovation." The course of action the black man is taking today is, she noted, within the framework of democracy, yet for this he is the object of scorn and hatred. She stressed the movement will continue in spite of opposition.

Concluding, she said, "This choice is ours, the chances for success may be slight, but we have to take the chances or die in the process."
Rossie receives letter from Voor's office

Also to participate in campus turmoil conference

SBP J. Richard Rosie received a letter yesterday from an unidentified source in the office of County Prosecutor William Voor. Attached to the letter was a report of a court case of April 29, 1968, involving an Indiana police seizure of the film "Kodak Ghost Poems."

First, on the issue of constitutional law, the court decided that "law enforcement officers cannot seize allegedly obscene publications without prior adversarial proceeding on the issue of obscenity, without violating First Amendment and prohibition on prior restraint."

Secondly, on the issue of obscenity, "allegedly obscene publications or movies are not to be treated in the same way as narcotics, gambling paraphernalia and other contraband."

Thirdly, on the issue of searches and seizures, "state officers could not constitutionally seize prints of allegedly obscene moving pictures without prior adversary hearing on the issue of obscenity; officers could not seize and retain film as evidence in pending obscenity prosecution."

Voor will sit in on a panel dealing with "An Analysis of Campus Turmoil—Commentary in Depth." Also on Rossie's panel are a faculty member from Columbia University, the President of the National Student Association, a black student leader from Northwestern University, Dean Cane for the Study of Democratic Institutions, Vice President for Academic Planning at Stanford University, a student leader in Students for Democratic Society, and a black student leader from Cornell University.

Rossie will offer a meaningful atmosphere for discussion among the students and faculty members, and will present "comments by outstanding speakers relating to the problems of financing higher education and its relationship to the campus turmoil."

The anonymous writer felt that the results of the case were relevant to the issue that Mr. Voor created a little less than six weeks ago when South Bend police confiscated Andrew Noren's "Kodak Ghost Poems."

"First, on the issue of constitutional law, the court decided that "law enforcement officers cannot seize allegedly obscene publications without prior adversarial proceeding on the issue of obscenity, without violating First Amendment and prohibition on prior restraint."

Secondly, on the issue of obscenity, "allegedly obscene publications or movies are not to be treated in the same way as narcotics, gambling paraphernalia and other contraband."

Thirdly, on the issue of searches and seizures, "state officers could not constitutionally seize prints of allegedly obscene moving pictures without prior adversary hearing on the issue of obscenity; officers could not seize and retain film as evidence in pending obscenity prosecution."

"Kodak Ghost Poems." The anonymous writer felt that the results of the case were relevant to the issue that Mr. Voor created a little less than six weeks ago when South Bend police confiscated Andrew Noren's "Kodak Ghost Poems."

College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
Name:
Address:
We're holding the cards.
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. Card is free to begin with. Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a good place.
Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
A Worldwide Service of

What's so special about Beechwood Ageing?
We must be bragging too much about Beechwood Ageing. Because we're starting to get some flak about it. Like, "Beechwood, Beechwood ... big deal." And "If Beechwood Ageing is so hot, why don't you tell everybody what it is?"
So we will.
First, it isn't big wooden casks that we age Budweiser in. But it is a layer of thin wood strips from the beech tree (what else?) laid down in a dense lattice on the bottom of our glass-lined and stainless steel lagering tanks. This is where we let Budweiser ferment a second time. (Most brewers quit after one fermentation. We don't.)
These beechwood strips offer extra surface area for very tiny yeast particles to cling to, helping clarify the beer. And since these strips are also porous, they help absorb beer's natural "edge," giving Budweiser its finished taste. Or in other words, "a taste, a smoothness and a drinkability you will find in no other beer at any price."
Ah yes, drinkability. That's what's so special about Beechwood Ageing. But you know that.

Budweiser is the King of Beers.
(But you know that.)
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BUSINESSMEN ARE

Three chief executive officers—The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company's Chairman, Russell DeYoung, The Dow Chemical Company's President, H. D. Doan, and Midland's Chairman, Robert W. Galvin—are responding to serious questions and viewpoints posed by students about business and its role in our changing society and from their perspective as heads of major corporations are exchanging views through means of a campus/corporate Dialogue Program.

Dear Mr. Doan:

There currently is a great deal of debate about social responsibility in today's society. People have become much more aware of their responsibilities to accompany the many personal benefits in our society. Business firms should be just as aware of their social responsibilities: firms can no longer ignore racial injustices, the inner city, pollution of our environment, and the many other problems that face our society. But they would seem to need some sort of space.

For example, increasing local tax revenues is one way to promote local action in problem solution. Why is it, then, that an "advisory" tax base is one of the main selling points for Chambers of Commerce trying to lure firms to locate in their area? The clear implication is that firms want to bypass their obligation to pay for the services they receive from the community. Why should others, who make up the remainder of the tax base, take up slack for business? Firms benefit from the educational system, utilities, roads, and the many other community services. Even more so, perhaps, than any other single taxpayer.

A better approach would be to see that tax revenues are effectively utilized in the best interest of the community. Businessmen should apply their special abilities to the solving of inefficiently required in both revenue collection and expenditure. Business should lead rather than appear to exploit society in this connection.

Today's student would be much more interested in working for a firm that emphasized providing constructive advice rather than one that is quibbling over a few extra dollars in assessments. An active, sincere interest in society not just superficial action such as joining the local Chamber of Commerce—would do much to change young peoples view of business and its motives. Profit is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a firm's existence in today's society. Students are as much concerned about how companies utilize their resources to shoulder a fair share of responsibility in society as for the generation of profits.

Sincerely yours,

David M. Butler
Electrical Engineering, Michigan State

IS ANYBODY LISTENING TO CAMPUS VIEWS?

Dear Mr. Butler:

Let's consider your proposition—that today's student is terribly concerned about social responsibilities, and that profit is not a sufficient condition for a firm's existence in society—from the perspective of business' basic objectives.

Business exists because it is of service to humanity. It accomplishes this service using the discipline of profits as a relatively impartial measure of performance, and through the development of the individual. There must be a balance between these three factors...an imperfect but direct correlation.

Maximum long-term profits is consistent with, and cannot be achieved without, maximum service to society. Maximum service to society can be achieved only through the maximum development and release of the ability of individuals. And maximum release of individual abilities brings about maximum profit growth.

In the structure of our society, the free enterprise system, business essentially is an economic instrument, and it can be of service as a social instrument only indirectly. If it charges in to straighten out the nation's social problems, as many on the campus would like to see, it will cease to perform effectively its basic functions as an economic instrument.

This does not mean that business is indifferent to social problems or that it is not working towards practical solutions. Take industry's efforts to reduce the pollution of our environment, as an instance. Many companies have been instituting controls over air and water wastes at their production facilities. At Dow Chemical, we have expended approximately $10-million at our plants in Midland, Michigan, alone, with an annual upkeep cost of a million dollars.

Along with this program, we have made a "business" out of Environmental Control. Research and development alone costs $1-million annually. This program has been made possible only through the discipline of profit, which brings me back to my primary point. Service to society is achieved only through accomplishment of our primary objective—maximum long-term profit growth.

To me, the social involvement from this is quite clear. If business is to respond to the challenge of the times, to work toward solutions worthy of human effort and skill, there must be value systems, and an environment that favors highly moral, ethical behavior. This is the responsibility of management, industry at large, and society as a whole. Implicitly, there is a need for government policies and rules to match these much improved value systems, and to insure that industry's efforts are of maximum benefit to all.

On this basis, let me turn your question on taxes around. There is not a single thriving community today whose health doesn't come from jobs: primarily, jobs provided by industry.

Look at the impact made on any community through a new industry moving in. It is a matter of hundreds of jobs, and payroll, there will be 165 new jobs throughout the community, bank deposits increase by over $229,000 annually and retail sales jump accordingly.

So, Chambers of Commerce, in their competitive efforts to promote community growth, historically have offered tax incentives to attract industries to their area. I say historically because I don't think this is now the paramount consideration for plant re-location. It simply is a factor along with other business reasons and aspects of community environment: availability of decent housing and convenient retail shopping...of properly accredited schools with sufficient class-room space...of churches...of recreational facilities...and the whole range of municipal services. And no business can be prospering if it shirk payment of its proportionate share of the tax required for the support of its community.

I disagree with your suggestion, however, that it is up to business to assure effective utilization of this revenue. This would attribute powers to business that it doesn't have, smacks strongly of paternalism, and implies a better ability on the part of an industrial concern to solve the community's problems than the community itself has.

This is not to say that individual business-men shouldn't advise their communities on taxes or other matters within their personal competence and experience...but as private citizens with a sense of civic responsibility, and not speaking for a particular business entity.

What it all boils down to is that the objectives of society's principal institutions are well-defined. By each continuing in its own orbit, doing what it best can do, the social responsibilities of the times can be met more effectively, and society's needs better served.

Sincerely yours,

H. D. Doan
President, The Dow Chemical Company
After eight weeks in office President Richard Nixon has finally shown the general course he will take during the next four years. He will be what everyone except Washington to baby sit for people 18 through 22 years of age.

Behind this is the more basic argument: whether the University has the right to legislate morality to its students. We believe that there is no question of a right; it is impossible to legislate morality.

But the words "visitation privileges" and "on an experimental basis," besides implying a prison-like atmosphere in which the wife visits once a month, are a symptom of a more serious misconception on the part of the entire University.

The above words intimate that the Board of Trustees and the Student Life Council feel that the University does indeed have the right to legislate rights and wrongs to the students. After all, what they granted was a privilege, pending the good behavior of the students, which can be revoked.

We believe this attitude to be mistaken. The University’s responsibility is not to be a father to its numerous, perhaps granting them use of the car for the evening so long as they wash the car the following day.

The Student Life Council in this situation, and we fear in many that will follow involving any kind of innovative change, will only be acting as an advisory board instead of a legislative body. The parietals law is more or less than another edict. Why can’t the Student Life Council be accepted for what it is supposed to be?

We are happy now that parietal hours have been extended, but the basic problem still exists. The idea the Board of Trustees and the administration have of themselves as a father-image is mistaken and must be discouraged and changed before more time is wasted treating the symptom instead of the disease.

The promise of a "secret plan" though, gave both the Hawks and Doves the chance to forget everything and remain silent, using the Nixon promise as an excuse.

Whether or not Nixon still has his secret plan, he has found that Vietnam in a little more complicated than he had thought. The peace talks are going slow. The Soviet Union, who was supposed to be helping out as Nixon expected. The ironic thing is that the United States is having as much trouble dealing with its South Vietnamese allies as it is with North Vietnam. So much so, that reports out of Paris over the past week and a half suggest the possibility of separate secret meetings with only the North Vietnamese and the United States participating.

Nixon is also having trouble deciding how to run the war. On March 4th he promised an "appropriate response" to the enemy’s recent offensive. As of yet he hasn’t decided what it will be. The allies launched a counter-offensive this week, but Presidential Press Secretary Ron Ziegler when queried about whether it was the Nixon promise as an excuse.

One sometimes wonders whatever happened to the war in disarray. Periodically it is dreamed that the United States will finally end in the dam breaking and the country as a whole is restless. The war and the peace talks can not continue in this haphazard manner for long. The war has gone on for too long as it is: Nixon has to make public his administration’s policy to Vietnam.

Guy D.Saplo

Where’s the plan?

Guy D.Saplo

Visitation

"Visitation privileges" have now been extended to include all weekends at Notre Dame "on an experimental basis" pending fulfillment of hall administrative details.

The public argument for parietal hours long has been that a student should be able to have anyone come into his room, since it is his room. After all, it is absurd for the University to baby sit for people 18 through 22 years of age.

After eight weeks in office President Richard Nixon has finally shown the general course he will take during the next four years. He will be what everyone except
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The above words intimate that the Board of Trustees and the Student Life Council feel that the University does indeed have the right to legislate rights and wrongs to the students. After all, what they granted was a privilege, pending the good behavior of the students, which can be revoked.

We believe this attitude to be mistaken. The University’s responsibility is not to be a father to its numerous, perhaps granting them use of the car for the evening so long as they wash the car the following day.

The Student Life Council in this situation, and we fear in many that will follow involving any kind of innovative change, will only be acting as an advisory board instead of a legislative body. The parietals law is more or less than another edict. Why can’t the Student Life Council be accepted for what it is supposed to be?

We are happy now that parietal hours have been extended, but the basic problem still exists. The idea the Board of Trustees and the administration have of themselves as a father-image is mistaken and must be discouraged and changed before more time is wasted treating the symptom instead of the disease.

The promise of a "secret plan" though, gave both the Hawks and Doves the chance to forget everything and remain silent, using the Nixon promise as an excuse.

Whether or not Nixon still has his secret plan, he has found that Vietnam in a little more complicated than he had thought. The peace talks are going slow. The Soviet Union, who was supposed to be helping out as Nixon expected. The ironic thing is that the United States is having as much trouble dealing with its South Vietnamese allies as it is with North Vietnam. So much so, that reports out of Paris over the past week and a half suggest the possibility of separate secret meetings with only the North Vietnamese and the United States participating.

Nixon is also having trouble deciding how to run the war. On March 4th he promised an "appropriate response" to the enemy’s recent offensive. As of yet he hasn’t decided what it will be. The allies launched a counter-offensive this week, but Presidential Press Secretary Ron Ziegler when queried about whether it was the appropriate retaliation promised, skirted the question, suggesting it was, in part, but something more might be expected.

Meanwhile the administration had sent out questionnaires to every American that held any kind of post in Vietnam trying to discover what the real situation is over there. The questionnaires were all returned to Washington in January and February but the President has yet released no new official Vietnamese policy. This weekend South Vietnamese Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker is headed
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Where’s the plan?

One sometimes wonders whatever happened to the war in disarray. Periodically it is dreamed that the United States will finally end in the dam breaking and the country as a whole is restless. The war and the peace talks can not continue in this haphazard manner for long. The war has gone on for too long as it is: Nixon has to make public his administration’s policy to Vietnam.

It’s hard to comment on anything that hasn’t been articulated yet—other than to say, whatever it is, for the country’s sake, it had better be good.
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One sometimes wonders whatever happened to the war in disarray. Periodically it is dreamed that the United States will finally end in the dam breaking and the country as a whole is restless. The war and the peace talks can not continue in this haphazard manner for long. The war has gone on for too long as it is: Nixon has to make public his administration’s policy to Vietnam.

It’s hard to comment on anything that hasn’t been articulated yet—other than to say, whatever it is, for the country’s sake, it had better be good.
The Ragger and I hitched to Chicago and visited his Lake Forest hideaway. Then we went to his orange Firebird and fiddled our way (in twice the average time) to River Forest and rendezvoused with the boys. The Yardbirds had already flattened thousands with their first set.

I soon saw two young people, and joined them. As a result, music, the scene, as evidenced by singles sales, was on the downswing. The biggest buyers of singles (the young teens) found nothing they really liked.
Clouded logic

Editor:

We admire Mr. Wolfe’s keen insight in making the very logical and astute observation that all Notre Dame students live either on or off campus. Such a belief, however, becomes somewhat clouded by his subsequent statements. We disagree, in the interests of logical validity, with his contention that there is a causal relationship between physical separation of the community and lack of “communal spirit.” This unequivocal statement of Mr. Wolfe’s is absurd in light of the possibility that quite the opposite is true. Is it not possible that a person voluntarily moves off campus because he feels separated from the community rather than that he becomes separated as a result of off-campus life? Even if it were true that, in general, off-campus students are ideologically at odds with on-campus students, it would be dangerous and probably invalid to unquestionably state a cause and effect relationship.

In fact, there seem to exist many more obvious and basic divisions of community which do not follow the off-campus on-campus division: liberal vs. conservative; apathetic vs. involved; or less obvious distinctions such as students who seek merely a diploma, vs. those who seek an education. It seems to us that Mr. Wolfe’s solution of moving away into dormitories cannot eliminate these divisions.

If a residential university is the solution to the division of community which exists at Notre Dame, how does Mr. Wolfe account for the lack of communal spirit among the on-campus residents alone? It is obvious that off-campus life is not responsible for these divisions: at least not directly or unequivocally.

Steve Berry
133 Alumni
Andy Kronk
432 Morrissey

Inappropriate

Editor:

Although Coach Dee’s reasons for not renewing his contract when it expires are incontestable, his announcement at this particular time seems inappropriate. One wonders why a successful coach coming off a fine season feels he must forecast his future actions when they could have been left to speak for themselves on Notre Dame basketball. Certainly, basketball recruiting in the next few years has not been helped by the coach’s announcement.

In addition, one also wonders how dedicated Coach Dee will be in his efforts to obtain the best qualified (academically and athletically) basketball players available. It is hoped that Coach Dee will continue in his job with the same dedication that brought the likes of Arzen, Whitmore, Carr, Catlett, Jones, Mechan and other fine student athletes to Notre Dame.

Nicholas D. Sylvester
Assistant Professor
of Chemical Engineering

Tunnel perspective

Editor:

Chris Wolfe’s column on the residential community made it obvious that Mr. Wolfe has at most, a tunnel perspective and, at least, no perspective at all about the complete community, and particularly the off-campus community at Notre Dame. Granted there exists two factions that fragment the campus community at large, but to say that one has had a negative effect is absurd. To say that the off-campus student has been shamefully neglected by the rest of the community would be a more accurate appraisal.

The growth, or lack of growth of the off-campus community has been stilled by archaic rules. Students of low academic standing have been forced off-campus whether they like it or not. Others who have wanted to move off campus have been curtailed in their efforts as well. The off-campus student has been further jaded by the rule on university approved housing, and the ramifications of a landlord who, knowing the student has to live in such approved housing, because of "the law" charges the student outrageous rent and does nothing to improve the property.

Despite all of this, 97% of O.C. students never want to move back on campus. Since that is the case, we are right back where we started. We had damn well better examine the residential community and find out what is wrong with it that inspires those who have escaped to vow never to return again.

There, coupled with a lack of communication with student government are the negative aspects of O.C. life. This is not to mention a dingy 12x18 room in the basement of the student center. Such grandeur for 1400 members of the community! In essence, we have tried to make the off-campus students

The Mail

Petition circulated on the 'Presidio mutiny'

A petition asking Secretary of the Army, Stanley R. Resor, to "intervene in the mutiny trials of the 27 Presidio prisoners" was circulated in the Dining Halls Tuesday. Two members of this faculty, Brian Mcinerney and Steve Moriarty, are in charge of collecting signatures here.

The purpose of the petition, which is sponsored by the Clergy and Lay Concerned About Viet Nam, is to bring attention to the trial of the Presidio Stockade who staged a mutiny on October 14. They protested the killing of Richard Bunch, illegal overcrowding, lack of food, and unsanitary conditions at the stockade, and demanded the psychological screening of guards. Bunch was killed on October 11, under peculiar circumstances by a prison guard. The guard fired upon him with one shot of a 12 gauge shotgun at a distance of ten yard seconds after Bunch asked him, "Would you shoot me if I ran?" The guard also refused to give an order to halt, which is required by Army regulations.

The 27 men are being tried on charges of mutiny, which can carry the death penalty, despite a recommendation by Col. R. J. Millard, one of the Army Hearing Officers investigating the affair, that a lesser charge be filed. Millard said that "In my opinion this case has been built up out of all proportion.

He also recommended that the prisoners be given "trial by Special Court-MartiaL, maximum sentence six months, or as an alternative AR 635-212 less than honorable discharge."

The first four to be tried were given sentences of 4, 14, 15, and 16 years respectively. One of them, Pvt. Neily D. Sood, sentenced to 15 years, had his sentence reduced to 13 months by Lt. Gen. Stanley R. Lay Concerned About Viet Nam. He is sponsored by the Clergy and Lay Concerned About Viet Nam. The petition was circulated at the concert at Washington Hall on Monday.

STUDENTS! build yourself a bankroll this summer
Get a GOOD-PAYING JOB at MANPOWER!

If you let nature take its course, you may fail yours.

You were supposed to cram for calculus tonight, but somehow 35-24-35 looked more appealing than the derivative of x^2. And now it's 1 a.m. and nature can play some pretty mean tricks on a guy at 1 a.m.

Relax, take a couple of NoDoz and stop relaxing. NoDoz has the strongest stimulant you can buy without a prescription. And it's habit forming.

NoDoz will help you resist the temptation to loaf or feel down. But remember, NoDoz is not a substitute for hard work.

Dance Concert

Captain Electric
Fri. March 21st
10:30 p.m.
$2

Edison Light
1 mile east of Notre Dame on Edison Road

Springs is Kudo
Love the Jewels
Wee oXOXOXOXO

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Pope announces July trip to Africa

VATICAN CITY (UPI) - Pope Paul VI announced yesterday he will visit South Africa, central Africa and the Philippines on a trip to pray for peace in war-torn Nigeria and other areas of the troubled continent.

It will be the 71-year-old pope's seventh trip abroad since his election in 1963, and the first to any point in Africa, although several early Popes were born in North Africa.

The Pope, already the most traveled pontiff in history, announced plans for the "rapid" 6,290 mile round trip after celebrating a St. Joseph's Day Mass in St. Peter's Basilica for several thousand persons. Wild cheering greeted his announcement.

He said he would go to Kampala, the Ugandan capital located on the shores of Lake Victoria, in the second half of July.

Washington attacks admin. instigators

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Gov. Ronald Reagan of California, charging that college officials give in too easily to campus demonstrators, urged Congress yesterday to strengthen laws cutting off aid to such dissidents.

In a statement submitted to a House education subcommittee, Reagan said: "A culture will revert to a jungle if there are no guns ready for half a century."

He said cutting off aid to students convicted of offenses connected with campus rioting can be stopped. The Nixon administration has pledged to enforce the provision to the fullest in offenses connected with campus rioting.

"The purpose of the grant is "to provide opportunities for administrators to enlarge their perspective of current and future educational issues and to renew their inner resources for continued leadership in higher education." Of the 21 awards made, Father Walsh's was the only one which went to an administrator at a Catholic institution.

Mr. Walsh awards granted

The Rev. John E. Walsh, C.S.C., vice president for academic affairs of the University of Notre Dame, has been awarded a short-term grant by the Danforth Foundation.

The grant enables each recipient to take a leave from his institution for two to four months in length and provides up to $5,000 for expenses incurred during the leave.

Father Walsh's leave as well as his specific plans on using the grant are presently undetermined.

New Orleans (UPI) - An armed hijacker commandeered a Las Vegas to New York Delta Airlines plane with 51 persons aboard yesterday morning, but an FBI agent traveling on the aircraft disarmed the man in New Orleans when the plane landed to refuel and allow passengers to leave.

"The man said he would shoot one in the leg, so I thought I would try to do something," said FBI agent John M. Reed.

"Just about then the man started up the gun," Reed said.

"Then he said he would shoot me in the leg so I thought I would do something," Reed said.

A spokesman for the New Orleans International Airport tower said he received only three short transmissions from the pilot.

He said the pilot was going to land, that a hijacker was aboard, but that there should be "no police" in the area of the plane.

The hijacker was not brought under control until the plane had landed.

A gate agent for Delta, Ted Hall, 35, said he saw a struggle in the area when he first went aboard.

"They were struggling in the rear of the plane when he first went aboard," he said.

"Then Reed got him with his arms behind him and tied him with his (Reed's) belt."

Hall described the hijacker as an "average person," weighing about 160 pounds. Hall said the man was "not really drenched."

When the word was relayed to the pilot, Capt. Tom Ward, he said the aircraft did not have enough fuel to reach Havana.

A KENNEDY LANDSLIDE

What's that we need in 1972.

By then Senator Kennedy will have served ten years in the United States Senate. His growth has been phenomenal - growth in knowledge, in stature, in his search for excellence in his brothers search before him. He brings a message to the Presidency youth, vitality, a forward look, and the important ability to attract annually capable men to his administration.

Richard Nixon began his campaign immediately after Johnson was elected. We have no desire to undermine the new Administration, but like President Nixon, we believe in the principle of loyal opposition.

We hope Ted will become a candidate. We believe that there is no finer man than Ted in the country. If you agree and want your opinion heard, help to win a great mandate for Ted.

Start now by displaying an unusual 1½" x 2½" oblong KENNEDY IN '72 bumper or pin-attractive KENNEDY IN '72 humped bumper sticker (great for toping on doors, windows, wains). Send $1 for any 2 items of your choice to: LEADERSHIP 1972, BOX 21, BROOKLINE VILLAGE, MASS. 02147. State which college you attend. (Also, if you want to work early toward his possible candidacy, please indicate this).
Meyer upsets Alan in Bringham Bout

By TERRY O'NEIL
Observer Sports Editor

SOUTH BRADLEY, Utah - In the world of boxing, there is a second-round knockdown of the Ashley Hotel.

After a fairly even first session, Allen turned aggressor at the ring's edge, and against Meyer on the ropes within 15 seconds, but Hank came out of a prototypical front with his right hand and Allen fell to the left of his punch points.

He stood up at the count of two, looked at referee observer Ara Parseghian and shrugged as he walked away.

"Sorry I fumbled," he said.

"I couldn't believe it," Allen said.

Allen and Hank's decision drew a huge negative reaction from the crowd. It was a split, Huran (10-7) and Deluco (23-22) voting for Murray, Sach.

Murray, much younger than the other man, was the aggressor all night.

At the end of the round, he was declared the winner.

Hank, who still looks like a wrestler even with gloves on, took the first round with a strong right hand and knocked down Allen with a downward left.

155 POUNDS

In the evening's first surprise, Allan turned aggressor at the ring's edge, and after the second-round knockdown of the session, Allan turned aggressor at the ring's edge, and against Meyer on the ropes within 15 seconds, but Hank came out of a prototypical front with his right hand and Allen fell to the left of his punch points.
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At the end of the round, he was declared the winner.

Hank, who still looks like a wrestler even with gloves on, took the first round with a strong right hand and knocked down Allen with a downward left.
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